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Abstract:
Although deaf role model projects have existed for some time and their benefits and outcomes for deaf children/young people and their parents have been recorded, almost no attention has been paid to the experiences of the deaf people who take on these roles. Additionally, the experiences of being a deaf role model have been little explored in the literature. This paper explores available literature on role models for supporting families of deaf children and hearing practitioners. Most deaf people (about 95%), all over the world, have hearing parents and do not meet deaf adults and sign language before the age that formal primary education starts. The majority of hearing parents do not come in touch with deafness even after their child is diagnosed of being deaf. But it’s really crucial for families to have resources that allow them to help their child develop language and have full interaction with their family. Additionally, deaf role models can play a vital role in the development of deaf children’s knowledge, skills, and perceptions. Further work would be also required to understand the longer-term benefits and further developments that deaf role models may wish to initiate.
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1. Introduction

There are 34 million children with disabling hearing loss, which is defined as greater than 30 dB hearing loss in children (World Health Organization, 2018). If hearing loss is not addressed early, consequences include the possibility of delayed language development, academic underachievement, social isolation, higher risk of injuries, and increased poverty (WHO, 2018). Furthermore, with 90% of deaf babies residing in low-resourced countries where quality health care and educational opportunities can be challenging, it is important to identify effective ways to address and improve the quality of life for deaf children (Gale et al., 2021; Storbeck & Young, 2015).

The overwhelming majority of deaf children (90–95%) are born to hearing parents (Hadjikakou & Nikolaraizi, 2008; Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004; Moores, 2001; Schein & Delk, 1974), most of whom are likely to have had little or no experience with the norms, values or language of the deaf community (Hindley, 2005; Young, 2003), or lack of information that will help them open up their deaf child’s world visually and make language available to their child. This lack of knowledge and contact marginalizes deaf people, their sign language, and their deaf culture (Hoffmeister & Caldwell-Harris, 2014). Many European countries acknowledge the fact that hearing people do not know sign language at all, and they rarely socialize with deaf adults as well. This lack of communicative competence is identified as the root of all problems arising in the family and growing with practitioners, co-workers, and the hearing world in general. Furthermore, hearing people also have misconceptions about deaf people, sign language, and the deaf community (Moores, 2001; Woodward, 1972).

Most hearing people do not meet deaf people unless they have deaf members in the family, at school or as adults in the workplace and the community. When children are recognized as being deaf, their parents’ opportunities to meet deaf people are often limited, as professionals who work with deaf children and their families are often hearing. Families of deaf children come into contact mainly with doctors and speech therapists, after the diagnosis of deafness hence there is a “pathological” approach of the problem and non-acceptance of sign language and deafness. In general, the family or co-workers of deaf people don’t know and don’t use sign language in their everyday communication. Although professionals who work with deaf children and their families will bring in their own values and expertise, give information, and offer advice, they will not be able to relate first-hand experiences or give an insight into what it is like to be a deaf person and what a deaf person can achieve. These benefits are being slowly recognized by professional support services (Humphries, Kushalnagar, Mathur, Napoli, Padden, & Smith, 2017; Rogers & Young, 2011).

According to Jackson and Turnbull (2004), further research is needed to examine the effects of different supports and service delivery models on indicators and domains of family quality of life. Several studies in the literature (Holcomb, 2013; Young, 2003) have suggested the benefits of supports, including social support, parenting models, and
access to information and training. In the available literature, no sufficient data exists to indicate supports that are most beneficial in reducing the perceived stress of decision making and problem solving, reducing time demands, enhancing mutually accessible communication, and facilitating access to services and the community. More research is needed to determine the best match between different supports and methods of delivery (such as direct instruction, coaching, individual counseling, and parent-group meetings) and different child and family characteristics. Additional research is also needed to consider the impact of different service delivery models as they are related to deafness and family life (primary provider model, activity-based instruction, and home-based vs center-based services).

Nevertheless, because of the absence of any previous experiences with hearing loss, hearing parents experience a lot of challenges with the upbringing of their children, especially as regards their language and their social and emotional development (Hadjikakou & Nikolaraizi, 2008; Hindley, 2005). Many hearing parents fear that while they can make informed decisions regarding their deaf child’s education and/or language choices, they feel at a loss when it comes to the intangibles, or what it is like to live with deafness. Communication difficulties are also among the major challenges they encounter (Marschark et al., 1997; Ogden, 1997; Siegel, 2000).

The current research suggests that hearing parents are more likely to use spoken language as the primary mode of communication with their deaf children (Gravel & Galatioto, 2003; Haualand & Holmstrøm, 2019) and to socialise with hearing people (Bat-Chava, 2000; Maxwell-McCaw, 2001). Several researchers have reported that deaf children with hearing parents communicate in a manner not conducive to their optimal cognitive, psychological, or social development (Hadadian & Rose, 1991; Hadjikakou & Nikolaraizi, 2008; Spencer & Gutfreund, 1990). In some other studies, where hearing parents were signing with their children, positive results regarding family interaction and acceptance, deriving from the use of sign language by their hearing parents, were highlighted. More specifically, the participants in the study by Haualand and his colleagues (2003), stressed the importance of their hearing parents learning sign language when the participants were young to ensure their acceptance by the family, to achieve effective communication at home, as well as to prevent personal frustrations and intra-familial conflicts.

Moreover, it has been reported that there is a high correlation between communicative competence in sign language and quality of interaction between deaf and hearing people (Haualand & Holmstrøm, 2019; Kourbetis, Adamopoulou, & Ferentinos, 2005). It has been also argued in the literature for decades now that healthy, realistic expectations for the deaf, positive reactions to deafness, and exposure to deaf identity, form healthy relationships with deaf and hearing people alike.

Due to the importance of early and accessible language and communication and the development of positive self-esteem, it is critical that parents have resources that allow them to help their child develop language and have full interaction with their family. Having deaf adults connect with families and collaborate with professionals is important (Hatzopoulou, 2008; Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004; Sass-Lehrer, 2016). The early
years greatly impact deaf children’s long-term achievement and well-being, and early exposure to fluent linguistic and positive cultural role models are critical in early childhood settings, as well as in early intervention services for families. Hearing adults having or working with deaf people of all ages will benefit from contact with deaf adults in terms of understanding and accepting deafness and deaf culture (Holcomb, 1997; Lane, Hoffmeister, & Bahan, 1996; Mahshie, 1995; Moores 1996). Moreover, deaf adults can provide a unique perspective from their own experiences as well as providing culturally created solutions for effective living (Holcomb, 2013).

When children lack role models with whom they can identify themselves, they are statistically more likely to have low self-esteem, to have limited social and vocational options, and are even more likely to drop out of high school (Hintermair, 2008; McKee & Rosen, 2014; Napier, Leigh, & Nann, 2007). It is crucial for parents and educators to recognize the importance of identifying role models who can exemplify living life with a hearing loss. Deaf children benefit from seeing how deaf adults navigate the day-to-day in their world – for example, how they request a captioning device at a movie theatre; what strategies they use to navigate a bank; how they handle rude stares or questions from well-meaning people at the grocery store. Because students subconsciously develop schemas for their daily lives based on what they see the adults in their lives do, it is ideal that deaf children have access to deaf adults on an informal basis. Acquiring a bicultural identity is crucial for most deaf people in developing a productive and rewarding life.

2. Defining Role Models

The literature relating to role models draws from a variety of theoretical frameworks, orientations, and research methodologies (see, e.g., Allen, Eby, Poteet, Lentz, & Lima, 2004; Eby, Allen, Evans, Ng, & Dubois, 2008; Zand et al., 2009). There are many definitions of role models in the research literature, both in terms of role models’ personal characteristics and the function of a role model relationship. These definitions vary from broad, such as informal life coaching, to programmatic, such as the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program (Thompson & Kelly-Vance, 2001). Some scholars define the mentoring relationship as one in which the role model provides personal support to an individual who needs a relational infrastructure and guidance (Rhodes, 2005). Domains in which role models provide support and guidance also vary, and can include academic, workplace, and community settings (Eby et al., 2008). Programs and structures for role models vary depending on whether the intention is to enhance specific skills, such as literacy (da Costa, Klak, & Schinke, 2000), or to prevent problem behaviors such as truancy, drug use, or other criminal activity (see, e.g., the Check and Connect Student Engagement Intervention Model by Sinclair, Christenson, & Thurlow, 2005).

Additionally, for deaf children, a deaf role model may serve as a mentor for both the child and the child’s family. Specifically, Cawthon et al. (2016) identified several themes related to role models for older deaf children, and the review highlighted key themes and recommendations applicable to educational settings for younger deaf children. The themes were: (a) role models address a critical need in the development of
the deaf child, (b) they contribute to important developmental processes for the deaf child, (c) certain elements have been distinguished as effective in role modeling for the deaf child, and (d) there is a need for multidimensional cultural affiliations (e.g., race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation) in order to impact the development of the deaf child.

In particular, the literature on role models who work with diverse populations emphasizes both social and academic benefits for minority youth (Bone & Slate, 2011; Haycock, 2001). For example, it was found that in school contexts, minority students performed better academically if they were taught by minority teachers (Meier & Stewart, 1992). Possible explanations include reduced negativity around discipline issues, increased student comfort levels in the classroom, and the perception on the part of students that the minority teachers were strong role models (Tyler, Yzquierdo, Lopez-Reyna, & Flippin, 2004). Therefore, there may be an opportunity for role models to have a protective influence on deaf individuals as they navigate barriers to full access at school and in the workplace.

3. The role-modelling process: Experiences and perspectives

In a variety of contexts, deaf individuals often must navigate multiple educational, social, psychological, and physical barriers. It is frequently proposed that role models meet an important need for successful navigation in such contexts. The role-modeling process includes multiple elements, and individuals’ relationships with their role models vary widely. Role-modeling processes may include supporting, guiding, or mentoring the individual as a friend (Thompson & Kelly-Vance, 2001), teaching or coaching the individual through important life transitions, or providing empathy (Cawthon et al., 2016; Foster & MacLeod, 2004).

Deaf adults can be excellent role models for deaf children and their families. By drawing on their own experiences, they can show families that deafness does not need to be a barrier to achievement. The prospect of meeting and getting to know deaf adults who have experience of growing up deaf and having opportunities to ask questions about what it is like to be deaf could challenge the negative stereotypes about deaf people (Sutherland et al., 2003); in other words, ‘seeing is believing’. Moreover, deaf role models can ease parents’ fears and share positive life experiences; inform families of upcoming deaf events; provide access to a support network; give ‘real life’ examples about self-advocacy; and to provide authentic opportunity to practice sign language (Byatt, Dally, & Duncan, 2019; De Clerck & Golos, 2019; Rogers & Young, 2011).

The deaf role models work with deaf children and young people – helping them improve their communication skills, self-confidence, aspirations, self-advocacy skills and positive deaf identity. They are expected to share their personal experiences as a deaf young person and serve as positive role models for the deaf children and young people they work with. Meeting deaf adults will not only benefit families of deaf children, but also is important in other contexts such as education. Leeson (2006, p. 14) emphasized the importance of deaf adults’ input into education; thus, “… the stigmatization of signed
languages in education for the Deaf in many countries ignores the experiences of Deaf adults whose experiences must help shape future policy”.

There is evidence that deaf children of families who received services from deaf mentors focusing on bilingual-bicultural programming made more language gains than the deaf peers without deaf mentors (Watkins, Pittman, & Walden, 1998). Additionally, parents who had encounters with deaf adults felt a “strong sense of competence in regard to their child’s upbringing” (Hintermair, 2000, p. 41), felt that their sign language skills, as well as the communication interactions with their deaf or hard-of-hearing children, improved (Delk & Weidekamp, 2001), they also felt it was important to connect with deaf adults (Jackson, 2011), and that their child might have an improved quality of life (Gale et al., 2019; Petersen, Kinoglu, Gozali-Lee, & Martin Rogers, 2016). Furthermore, the deaf adults, who were role models for young deaf children and their families, felt the families they worked with had “more positive perspectives on deafness and positive outlooks for their children” (Rogers & Young, 2011, p. 15).

In addition to connecting families with deaf adults, it is also important that deaf and hearing professionals collaborate throughout the system for practical and ethical reasons. From a practical perspective, deaf adults are experts in issues important to deaf people and can adequately describe what it means to be deaf. From an ethical perspective, infusing deaf adults in the system or with a family reduces misrepresentations or misconceptions (Benedict & Sass-Lehrer, 2007). Furthermore, having a diverse representation of highly qualified professionals who happen to be deaf infused throughout the early intervention system in leadership roles is important for parents to see that deaf professionals have diverse expertise and professions (Gale et al., 2021; Yoshinaga-Itano, 2014).

Infusing deaf adults in the early intervention system is a way for deaf adults to be ingrained in the system at all levels providing parents support regarding the health and education systems assuming diverse roles throughout the system, including educational, leadership, and medical positions. It is important to infuse deaf adults in early intervention because hearing parents of deaf children may have little or no experience with deaf people or even expectations regarding their deaf child (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004).

Programs that have diverse representation of highly qualified deaf professionals in first-contact roles simply provide parents with the most qualified professionals who may happen to be deaf, too. When parents interact with deaf adults, it is not because they are deaf or hard of hearing, but because they have a significant service and expertise to provide the family (Gallegos & Lawrence, 2010; Yoshinaga-Itano, 2014).

Furthermore, deaf adults working as deaf role models or mentors with families and deaf young people is a growing trend particularly in educational settings. Wilkens and Hehir (2008) also recommend that deaf students should have access to deaf adults who might be seen as role models to them, to build deaf students’ social capital, as this could serve to expand their social network knowledge and reduce the risk of isolation. Deaf adults are sometimes employed in educational settings with deaf children, where strong emphasis is placed on the importance of deaf native sign language users’
involvement in sign bilingual approaches to deaf education, as sign language tutors and teachers (Ahlgren & Hyltenstam, 1994; Davies, 1991; Svartholm, 1993). However, these researchers were mainly concerned with sign bilingual education approaches, rather than deaf role models as a family-based intervention approach.

Hence, there are many reasons for introducing deaf adults to parents of deaf children, such as to educate hearing parents about how to communicate with their deaf children (Mohay et al. 1998; Takala et al., 2001); to promote bilingual–bicultural environments for deaf children (Watkins et al., 1998); to enhance parents’ knowledge and access to information (Young et al., 2000); to promote deaf children’s language development including literacy skills (Drasgow, 1993; Schimmel & Monaghan, 1983); and to connect them to the deaf community (Hulsebosch & Myers, 2002). Research focusing on parents’ experiences of meeting deaf adults via intervention programs is not new (Takala et al., 2001). From parents’ reports, it was found that meeting deaf adults resulted in several benefits: positive attitudes towards deaf people and deaf culture (Mohay et al. 1998), feeling more able to parent their deaf children by reducing their feelings of isolation (Hintermair, 2000), learning more sign language (Takala et al., 2001), and making improvements to their deaf children’s communication competence (Takala et al., 2001; Watkins et al., 1998).

There has also been some research involving deaf people’s perspectives on deaf role models for deaf people, such as the work undertaken by Parasnis and Fischer (2005) and De Clerck (2007). Parasnis and Fischer (2005) advocated the importance of visible role models for minority ethnic deaf students, noting also the negative assumptions held by the hearing population. They interviewed some of the academic members of staff from ethnic minorities at a college for deaf people, some of whom were deaf themselves, about their views on the importance of role models for minority ethnic deaf people. Although it was reported that none of those participants saw themselves as role models exclusively for minority ethnic students, it was stated that they were aware that some students saw them as role models and had contacted them for advice (Parasnis, Samar, & Fischer, 2005). It was noted, however, that this input was surplus to their job descriptions and that some of them felt overwhelmed by this additional responsibility. In two other studies in Flanders (De Clerck, 2007) and the UK (Young et al., 2000), the incidental nature of being a deaf role model was also evidenced among deaf people who were professionals in their own chosen fields and/or deaf community leaders. In effect, role model status may be something perceived and attributed, rather than deliberately sought out or created through a job description (Rogers & Young, 2011).

Despite these studies, little is known about the perspectives of deaf adults who have acted as deaf role models for parents of deaf children, in relation to their experiences of being involved in deaf role model projects, or their perceptions of how this role has impacted them personally.
4. Impact of Deaf Role Models

Researchers have identified multiple ways role models can have an impact on the lives of deaf children and their families. First, they can positively affect parental attitudes, which can then shape the deaf child’s attitudes (e.g., Rogers and Young 2011). Second, a role model’s fluent sign language skills and affiliation with the deaf community can encourage the deaf child’s language and identity development (Cawthon et al. 2016). Having deaf role models affiliated with the deaf community also helps build their self-esteem and pride about being deaf (e.g., Nikolaraizi & Hadjikakou 2006).

Cawthon et al. (2016) also argued that deaf role models are most effective when they have both high expectations for and effective communication with the deaf child (e.g., share a similar accessible communication mode such as sign language). All of these build up a child’s resilience against psychopathological perspectives, and resilient deaf children have an easier time navigating through a hearing world (Hauser 2011). This facilitates a greater sense of self and confidence about that child’s future success (Foster and MacLeod 2004).

These themes reinforce also the importance of knowledgeable cultural and linguistic models in early childhood settings. The early years greatly impact deaf children’s long-term achievement and well-being, and early exposure to fluent linguistic and positive cultural role models are critical in early childhood settings. Golos et al. (2018) in their research examined the presence and use of cultural and linguistic role models in early childhood environments, instruction, and interactions to see whether they aligned with a cultural or psychopathological perspective of deafness. Their results indicated that classrooms varied in the type and frequency of cultural and linguistic offerings and that depended, at times, on the primary mode of communication used in the classroom, the teachers’ hearing level, and their sign language skill level. Even though recent research indicates that alternative avenues for providing role models (e.g., electronic and print media, adults coming into the classroom) are promising, they are not being utilized to their full potential (Moses, Golos, & Holcomb, 2018).

Moreover, according to Gale et al. (2021), results of their study showed deaf adults serve as role models and language providers, and typically provide educational and information support. However, results also showed it is not common for deaf adults to be in roles as a first point of contact. Once a child is identified, a health professional, and/or a director is the first contact for the family. Additionally, in this research, respondents reported that families do not have a diverse range of deaf professionals to connect with in early intervention programs. This article concludes with a call to action for infusing deaf adults in early intervention programs that include formalisation, collaboration, education, and infusion.

A deaf role model may serve another purpose: this person can be deaf and represent a racial or ethnic background or sexual orientation similar to the deaf child. Survey data highlighted earlier suggest (Gallegos & Lawrence, 2010) that few deaf children interact with adults who share such backgrounds. Through the same means mentioned earlier (e.g., interacting with deaf role models), children can witness the
capabilities of deaf people from diverse backgrounds succeeding in relationships, education, work, and beyond. This may be even more important for some deaf children than the adult simply being deaf (Parasnis, Samar, & Fisher, 2005). Thus, role models can be an influential component of a child’s development and learning.

Specifically, in the study carried out by Rogers and Young (2011), it was shown the importance of having a wide diversity of deaf role models was not only potentially beneficial for participating children and families, but also for the deaf role models themselves. Having the opportunity to meet other deaf people with differing life experiences, backgrounds, communication preferences, and skills not only led to the widening of their personal experiences, but also allowed them to access broader perspectives, other than their own, of being a deaf person and of deafness in general.

Furthermore, Rogers and Young (2011) on their study have highlighted the positive impact the training had on the deaf role model, including the development of new skills that were seen to be transferable to other situations. Additionally, the ongoing support given to the deaf role models was seen to be vital to the success of the project. Such attention to continual structures and processes of support, rather than simply initial training, has been identified as lacking in other studies (Parasnis & Fischer, 2005; Sutherland et al. 2003). This also applies to deaf professionals who work with deaf children and their families and/or professionals working with them; for example, Parasnis and Fischer (2005) noted the lack of support for the staff members from minority groups and felt that something should have been in place to help them not to feel overburdened and underappreciated.

5. Benefits of Role Models

Gale et al. (2021) suggest that when deaf adults connect with young deaf children regularly, cognitive development is positively impacted in addition to language and social-emotional development. By extension, the strategies that deaf adults are using with their children can be shared with and taught to all parents in order to support their own child’s development.

Outcomes of mentoring relationships are often defined in terms of the benefits gained by the mentee as well as potential amelioration of negative behaviors and outcomes. Evaluations of role b model effectiveness are sometimes targeted toward an intended goal, such as achievement in school for children classified as ‘at-risk youth’ or progress up a career ladder (Cawthon et al., 2016; Kram, 1985; Thompson & Kelly-Vance, 2001). Thompson and Kelly-Vance (2001) describe a further example from a specific mentoring program: Boys who had mentors from the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program (who had not previously experienced academic success) had significantly higher scores in areas of reading and math than boys who did not have mentors. A meta-analysis of general mentoring outcomes for mentees in hearing populations that investigated the broader impact of mentoring on attitudes, achievement, and motivation to continue in work and educational pursuits demonstrated a significant, but small, overall effect size of mentoring (Eby et al., 2008).
The effect of mentoring appears to vary in strength across settings, with larger effects found in workplace and academic settings (Eby et al., 2008). Zand et al. (2009) looked more deeply into these constructs, investigating how the quality of the mentorship relationship, defined as alliance, affected the strength of mentees’ relationships with adults, family bonding (e.g., attachment and degree of supervision), school bonding (e.g., degree to which school was valued), and life skills (e.g., standing up to peer pressure, self-efficacy). Zand et al. (2009) found that the quality of the mentorship relationship had a positive impact on these measured outcomes after 8 months of the relationship. Although not explicitly defined as social capital, successfully building, and maintaining relationships is a critical skill in gaining access to those essential networks. These (and similar) meta-analyses of mentorship outcomes in the general population provide a reference point for further analysis of these outcomes specifically for deaf individuals.

As Cawthon et al. (2016) state, role models appear to contribute to a multitude of developmental processes (for example, shifting parental attitudes, language development, identity development and psychosocial development) not only for deaf individuals but also for their families.

5.1 Parental Attitudes
The literature has suggested that several factors may influence the degree and type of impact of deafness on family life, including the severity of hearing loss, a family’s ethnicity, the hearing status of parents, the education of parents, the mode of communication used, the proficiency of partners in child’s communication mode, and family’s access to social supports and parenting models. Additional research on assessing and measuring family quality of life is warranted to identify tools that are sensitive to the unique experiences of families who include members that are deaf. Measurement tools are needed to examine the effects of deafness on the overall family well-being (Jackson & Turnbull, 2004).

Furthermore, recommendations to have deaf adults connect with families to provide support and to collaborate with professionals throughout the system have been published as best practice principles in the International Consensus Statement (Moeller et al., 2013). The first explicit best practice focuses on social and emotional support systems for families and recommends that service providers “support connections between families and adult role models who are Deaf or hard of hearing” (Moeller et al., 2013, p. 435). The intention of this principle is to connect families to “support systems so they can accrue the necessary knowledge and experiences that can enable them to function effectively on behalf of their children” (Moeller et al., 2013, p. 435). Supporting evidence includes “parents who have many contacts with hearing-impaired adults show evidence of a strong sense of competence in regard to their child’s upbringing” (Hintermair, 2000, p. 41). Also, in a study examining supports and resources for families with deaf children, parents rated connecting with mentors and role models as important (Gale et al., 2021; Jackson, 2011).

The second explicit recommendation focuses on collaborative teamwork and recommends that early intervention teams include “individuals who are Deaf or hard of
hearing (role models/mentors)” (Moeller et al., 2013, p. 440). The intention of this principle is to establish an optimal team through transdisciplinary teamwork focusing on the family that “includes professionals with experience in promoting early development of children who are Deaf or hard of hearing” (Moeller et al., 2013, p. 440). Supporting evidence includes the parents’ needs to have deaf role models to better understand the capabilities of their deaf children (Rogers & Young, 2011), and includes promoting language development (Gale et al., 2021; Watkins et al., 1998).

The overall findings indicated that parents who had access to mentors or role models demonstrated a positive shift in attitudes, moving toward a more optimistic perspective on their deaf child’s potential (Byatt, Dally, & Duncan, 2019; Cawthon et al., 2016; De Clerck & Golos, 2019; Kecman, 2018; Rogers & Young, 2011; Watkins, Pittman, & Walden, 1998). It appears that having a Deaf mentor or role model may confer those benefits (see, e.g., Henderson, Johnson, & Moodie, 2014). One study explored differential outcomes that resulted from families working with deaf mentors as opposed to non-deaf mentors. The study demonstrated that parents who had a deaf mentor provided better accessible-language models (both signed and spoken) during home observations and expressed a desire for their children to read and write well, to learn sign language, and to have deaf friends (Watkins et al., 1998). The parents who were not matched with deaf mentors were more focused on academic and career success. Overall, parents who had a deaf role model working with their family demonstrated a positive shift in attitudes about their child’s future (Rodgers & Young, 2011; Watkins et al., 1998).

In addition, parents who worked with deaf mentors reached an understanding that developing a deaf identity was an important contributor to their child’s overall well-being (Selwood, 2005). Yet it is necessary to acknowledge that conflict may occur between families and their mentors, role models, or the surrounding deaf community, which may result in parents feeling that they are being ostracized (Luckner & Velaski, 2004). This conflict often surrounds challenging decisions about communication choices, assistive listening technologies, and educational options, which are a perpetual presence on the deaf education landscape. These conflicts can also reduce the positive benefits of a role model regarding how families are able to tap into social capital resources for their deaf children. However, the child may grow as a part of this experience and see different possible alternatives that were not a part of the family dialogue prior to the introduction of an alternative perspective from the deaf community.

5.2 Language Development

In synthesizing the literature, we identified language development as an important and freestanding developmental process that role models might be able to support for deaf youth. The communication and language contexts of a deaf child’s development also require that particular attention be paid to this issue. Yet only one study was found that explicitly made the link between mentoring activities and subsequent language development (Watkins et al., 1998). As mentioned previously, the parents who worked with deaf mentors provided more accessible language models (both signed and spoken) for their deaf children. However, their children also demonstrated greater language gains
in expressive and receptive levels of both languages that were used (both signed and spoken), a finding that indicates that a deaf role model or mentor can make a direct contribution to deaf young children’s language development, albeit within a constrained time frame, that of early childhood. Whether role models can support the language development of deaf individuals during later developmental periods remains to be explored (Scott & Henner, 2020).

5.3 Culture and Identity Development

Culture is defined by Parasnis (1996) as a way of life. Culture is an integrated pattern of human knowledge, beliefs, and behavior that is acquired as a member of society. It includes the ideas, assumptions, and values of a group, and shapes all that we do. There are two different ways to view deafness: deafness as a disability and a medical pathology, or deafness as a culture with its own values, traditions and customs (Wald & Knutson, 2000). Deaf culture is passed on through social interactions and language in the deaf community. Being a member of the deaf culture is contingent on many factors such as knowledge of the language, hearing status of family members, cultural competence, and personal identification. Being born deaf or hard of hearing does not automatically mean that one is a member of deaf culture. Indeed, Wald and Knutson (2000) say that deaf cultural identity is not based entirely on hearing status and instead it is defined as a combination of self-perceptions and the associated feelings an individual possesses about him/herself in regard to a cultural group.

Identity is how individuals perceive themselves and how the individual is defined by others. Thus, while a personal choice, identity is shaped by outside influences as well. Identity formation continues throughout the life span. Progression of an individual’s self-identity as a person who is deaf or hard of hearing is a long process of self-discovery and often there is no diffusion of deaf culture from parents to children unless an individual is born into a deaf family. Because most children who are born deaf or hard of hearing are born to hearing parents, they often learn knowledge of deaf culture and its values and beliefs from their peers who are also deaf or hard of hearing. Parasnis (1996) describes this as a lateral transmission of culture since it is from peer to peer, rather than vertical, parent to child. The identity of deaf or hard of hearing individuals develops based on the extent to which being deaf or hard of hearing is most important in daily life. A person’s deaf identity depends on parental hearing status and often how parents describe their children (Leigh, 2009).

If the environment and interactions play a substantial role in identity development, then deaf children need significant time and experiences with adults like themselves who are successful (e.g., Cawthon et al. 2016). Role models appear to make an important contribution to identity development for deaf adolescents, providing opportunities to develop, evolve, and ‘test out’ one’s identity. Social networks are a key mechanism by which individuals develop their identity. Hintermair (2008) describes a theoretical shift in the field to the concept of ‘identity work’, in which individuals seek to bring together different components of their lives into a meaningful, purposeful whole (Chandler & Roberts-Young, 1998). Identities thus adapt and respond to one’s daily
interactions, a socially constructed process that results in different understandings of self and agency in different experiences and settings (Baumeister, 1997). Because many of the role models for deaf individuals come from the deaf community, it is a key resource for both formal and informal role model relationships for deaf youth.

Acculturation into a community is an important part of how role models shape and support an individual’s own identity development (Hintermair, 2007, 2008). Like other ethnic groups, the deaf community has its own language, culture, and societal norms. A deaf role model who is strongly affiliated with the deaf community appears to be a strong facilitator of social capital, creating linkages between the deaf youth and other individuals in the community and expanding the support group available to that individual. A role model who understands that there are multiple ways of viewing what it means to be deaf—that there are negative views but also positive sociocultural models of deaf identity, can help raise self-esteem and pride in being a part of such a strong and diverse community. The development of deaf cultural identity can build self-esteem; it has to do with knowing oneself and where one comes from, and represents ‘ownership and pride’ (Covell, 2006).

Educational contexts in which there are higher numbers of deaf individuals from whom potential role models may be drawn also appear to be highly salient contexts for the exploration of deaf identity (Nikolarazi & Hadjikakou, 2006). Schools can offer a connection to a world beyond one’s family, particularly for those deaf youth who do not have access to the deaf community. The school thus serves as a point of connection for potential role models for deaf youth. Deaf adults’ educational experiences clearly play a significant formative role in their identity development, which may be highly dependent on whether they attended schools for the deaf or had access to deaf role models outside of school (Nikolarazi & Hadjikakou, 2006).

However, because deaf youth may not have effortless access to a pool of diverse role models in their immediate community, formalized structures for the provision of role models can enable necessary representations of possible selves that are attainable and relate to the young person’s own experience (McKee & Connew, 2001; Selwood, 2005).

5.4 Psychosocial Development
The positive benefits of social connections built through interactions with mentors appear to have broader psychosocial benefits that may carry over to multiple contexts. Deaf youths’ opportunities to build cultural affiliations with the deaf community appear to be important contributors to psychosocial well-being (Gale et al., 2021; Hintermair 2008; Jambor & Elliot, 2005). Deaf adults who are more strongly identified by the deaf community, as indicated by (a) percentage of friends who were deaf and (b) level of involvement with the deaf community, had higher self-esteem (Bat-Chava, 1994). The importance of connection to community, as well as potential deleterious effects of disconnection, is further illustrated by a study by Kent (2003), on self-identification of deaf and hard of hearing students in mainstreamed settings.
Especially, in a survey of mainstreamed hard of hearing youth, Kent found that over half (56%) did not identify as having a hearing disability. Those who did identify as having a hearing loss experienced significantly higher levels of loneliness compared to individuals who did not disclose or compared to their hearing peers. The potential negative effects of identity disclosure among deaf youth in mainstreamed settings spotlight ways in which role models can provide guidance or ameliorate some of the challenges of being known as or functioning as a deaf person in a hearing world.

Role models and mentors can be a part of how a deaf individual builds his or her own personal resources, resiliency, and strength (Hintemair, 2008). Deaf youth who worked with a deaf mentor or role model demonstrated an increased sense of worth (Rogers & Young, 2011) and greater confidence than when they did not have a mentor (Foster & MacLeod, 2004; Selwood, 2005).

Deaf youth who worked with deaf mentors also exhibited improvements in peer relationships and social interaction (Selwood, 2005). We can see that those psychosocial processes, including an increased sense of worth, self-confidence, acceptance of being deaf, and improved peer relationships, are all important components of developing resilience and psychosocial health. These benefits have great potential for making an impact on multiple dimensions of life beyond adolescence and the young adult years.

6. Conclusion

In sum, this literature review showed that role models for deaf individuals contribute to essential developmental processes across multiple life periods and settings, ranging from early childhood to the workplace. Understanding how role models prepare individuals to be thriving members of a strong social network requires a multidimensional approach. Especially, in the study carried out by Cawthon et al. (2016), five key developmental processes were identified as highly relevant to role-modeling and mentoring processes with deaf individuals: shifting parental attitudes, identity development, formation of navigational capital, language development, and psychosocial development. As opposed to a direct impact on tangible outcomes such as academic achievement or successful employment, role models appear to make a greater contribution to developmental processes such as the development of self-esteem, confidence, and identity, which become mediators for longer-term outcomes in academics and the workplace.

Furthermore, the literature review revealed also two key elements involved with effective role modeling for deaf individuals: high expectations and effective communication. These two elements cut across contexts, from home to school and to the workplace. The ways in which high expectations are expressed and affect communication is maintained by role models for deaf individuals in professional environments may mirror what is seen in analyses of effective mentoring of minority youth (Allen et al., 2004; Cawthon et al., 2016). For example, formal programs to recruit, train, and retain professionals from underrepresented backgrounds also emphasize psychosocial supports within mentor dyads (Yager, Waitzkin, Parker, & Duran, 2007). Effective mentorship can also include honest discussion of difficult societal issues such as race,
racism, and privilege (Chan, 2008), conversations that both require and build openness and trust within the dyad. This level of risk taking, and safety is essential to getting past the “surface” aspects of an experience and understanding greater societal norms and challenges that individual might face. What is critical is that the role model be able to install those high expectations and maximize opportunities, while at the same time building the foundation that will allow that individual to be successful in the future.

The final theme that emerged as a necessary component to consider when discussing role models for deaf individuals was that of the multidimensional cultural affiliations of role models. Although hearing individuals can provide high levels of support, and even advocate on behalf of deaf individuals as institutional agents, the present synthesis indicates that their function is complemented by the unique contributions of role models who are deaf themselves. However, a significant gap in the literature exists in terms of multidimensional cultural affiliations and shared identities beyond and intersecting with deafness, such as race, ethnicity, gender, additional disability, and sexual identity.

Hence, the opportunity to have role models who share similar cultural affiliations is crucial for students who are members of underrepresented groups (Barnett, Gibson, & Black, 2003; Cawthon et al., 2016; Ensher & Murphy, 1997). These affiliations are also important characteristics to consider in role models for deaf individuals. Future work in this area will need to expand concepts of role models for deaf individuals to include multiple identities, including but not limited to deaf identity.

Finally, this discussion about role models and deaf individuals will help families and professionals acquire a deeper and more nuanced understanding of the importance and function of role models for deaf individuals, particularly as they move towards adulthood. When hearing parents of a child with a newly identified hearing loss looks ahead, they may only be able to focus on what is missing. The deaf role model has an opportunity to present to the family a perspective of optimism. By sharing stories, experiences and asking questions, the family may be able to take a step beyond that first awkward moment of how to talk to a deaf or hard of hearing person. The deaf adult can also model effective and meaningful communication and build a relationship with the family and support the relationship between the parent and child.

Therefore, realistic expectations for the deaf, positive reactions to deafness, and exposure to deaf role models will better develop a bicultural identity and form healthy relationships with deaf and hearing people alike. Hearing adults living or working with deaf people of all ages will benefit from contact with deaf adults in terms of understanding and accepting deafness and deaf culture.
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